
French Actress Catherine Deneuve has been known to say that once a woman is past a 
certain age, it is either your fanny or your face that drops – unless you spend two hours a 
day in the gym and pay someone to “restore and volumize” your face.

Through the combination of yoga, Pilates and the treadmill, reduced calorie intake, breast 
lifts and augmentation, tummy tucks and liposuction, women have �gured out the way to 
maintain and improve their bodies long term.  So, with this lack of body fat comes the 
advantage of being able to �t into the little black dress or skinny jeans. The disadvantage is 
that your face may become gaunt and tired looking.

Since the dawn of plastic surgery, women have been treating themselves to new refreshed 
faces.  The new refreshed face is an amazing resemblance of the old face, just better.  It is an 
artist rendering of what is was or should be.  It is beautiful.  It is natural looking.

The new refreshed face does cause confusion.

Does she or doesn’t she?  When done by a “top 
notch plastic surgeon” the new face looks like it 
occurred naturally and only the before and after 
pictures tell the truth.

Younger women are starting to want the new 
refreshed face and are adding perfected bodies.  
They work for the �rm bodies and they pay for the 
smooth skin, full lips, slim straight noses, beautiful 
full breasts and tight bottoms.   They have �gured 
out the Fountain of Youth at a much earlier age.

According to Dr. Marc DuPéré, Board Certi�ed 
Cosmetic Plastic Surgeon,  “Cosmetic plastic 
surgery is a marriage of science and art. The 
surgeon must know how to work below the 

surface to restore the face in a subtle, natural, non-obvious way.  The result should be soft 
and smooth – feminine and with a little bit of sexiness.  A plastic surgeon must be both an 
architect and an artist.”

We all age, some are luckier than others, some are more beautiful than others.  However, 
with the aesthetic trend of the �t and tight body with a refreshed youthful face, we all may 
have found the Fountain of Youth in our plastic surgeons or maybe at the least the Fountain 
of Indeterminable Age.

If you have been thinking about restoring and volumizing your face or reclaiming your 
body, Dr. Marc DuPéré’s o�ces are downtown Toronto at the Visage Clinic 
(www.visageclinic.com) at 416-929-9800 or in York Region at the Age-Less Clinic 
(www.theagelessclinic.ca) in North Richmond Hill at 905-773-9675. 
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